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The Internet Has Made It Possible For You To Buy Ancient Coins For Pennies On The Dollar  I Will

Show You How Imagine owning coins that are thousands of years old and have images on them

showing the history of the world. Imagine owning a coin with a picture of Julius Caesar on it,

Cleopatra, Alexander the Great, and even Jesus. Coins from all parts of the ancient world can be

found and purchased: coins from ancient Greek, Roman, Byzantine, Judeo-Christian and Muslim

cultures are examples. .:No Coin Or Internet Experience Is Needed â€“ With My Simple Step by

Step Process You Will Learn How To Buy Coins, Clean Coins and Resell Them For Giant Profit

MarginsThis information has great appeal to coin collectors, anyone looking for a pastime or hobby,

anyone looking to teach their children or grand kids about coins and get them started in a pastime

that is rich in history and cost little to get into.It also appeals to anyone looking to make extra income

from home working only a few hours each week.This brand new book includes special information,

revealed for the first time:Find out who the trusted dealers are and which ones cannot be trusted.

Find out how to clean coins safely and how to create a listing on eBay.In this book you will learn:

The rich history of ancient coinsHow to buy coinsHow to clean coinsHow to find the honest and best

dealers Buying and selling on eBay and how to get the greatest dealWhich forums you should

joinWhat the best resources are so you can expand your knowledgeAnyone interested in coin

collecting, ancient coins, gold and silver coins, buying and selling on eBay, selling on  and Etsy,

making money from home, a home based business, making extra cash, can benefit from this

material.
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A well-written introduction to ancient coins and the business of buying and selling them, featuring

good tidbits and information for the newbie. Basic techniques for cleaning of all coin types, eBay

tips, and the like are all provided. No one will make millions overnight, but this is a good starting

point for those who want to get going without being either buried in technical jargon or talked down

to. Highly recommended for someone starting up in the ancient coin field.

Well written to the point with lots of useful references. Easy to read . This was a subject that I

thought would have little material written about it but I was wrong.

Reasonable, albeit short, review on how to buy & sell ancient coins. His pamphlet sized treatise was

supplemented with lots of web links that may quickly become inactive. Also, sadly, the author's main

recommendation for avoiding counterfeit ancient coins was to simply use a professional grading

service.

I have been collecting coins for many decades and recently got into ancient coin collecting and

selling. This book is the best one I have ever read and easiest to understand, and it is 100%

accurate and it contains dozens of useful resources to help you get started.For example, contrary to

what one reviewer states, it teaches you how to use forums and what forums to sign up for and it

teaches you about coin associations and has so many wonderful tips and information.There is no

guide out there that shows you how to buy coins and who the trusted dealers are and it shows you

how to clean coins as well with good pictures.I noticed a review by someone who refers to

themselves as numismatic. I am certain that they did not even read the book, only the introduction

and they falsely reference another reviewer and take their words out of context and tweak them to

make it appear that the review is bad when in reality it is good.It appears that they are trying to find

fault with a book that I as a veteran collector can state is one of the best on this subject ever written

and it is designed for the new collector, not a veteran collector, as the title suggests.I would give it



10 stars!

I bought this book thinking that I would get a book on only ancient coins. I was very wrong sbout

that.When I first opened the book there was an intro... I started to think that this book might just

actully be a piece of junk. But when I got farthe into it, I was thoroughly impressed.It had examples

of old ancient coins that the author had bought and the different ways of cleaning them! For a coin

collector and investor this was a great help. I'm thinking sbout buying some terrible quality coins like

the ones in the book and clean them up after reading this.I hope you enjoy this book if you purchase

it.:-) -NinjaBoy899

Great for beginners, lots of good advice . yadda yadda yadda. Not much on long responses. Four

words to go.
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